
 
Vital Brandz Premium Leather Cleaner Conditioner

Premium Leather Cleaner Conditioner Launches the
Perfect Product for Salma Hayek
M Marketing November 06, 2014

For leather fashion junkies like Salma Hayek, Vital Brandz
created a 2-in-1 leather cleaner and conditioner to ensure
that people can clean and maintain their leather clothing for
as long as possible.

(Newswire.net -- November 6, 2014) Dublin, VA -- Fashion
trends in Hollywood are typically seasonal. Leather clothing,
however, is one style that can be seen all year round in

Hollywood, especially on Salma Hayek. The Mexican-born American film actress, director and producer can be spotted
sporting leather on the red carpet at any time of the year. For leather fashion junkies like Hayek, Vital Brandz created a
2-in-1 leather cleaner and conditioner to ensure that people can clean and maintain their leather clothing for as long as
possible.

 

More and more people have been getting into leather fashion all year round; pairing their leather with feathers, casual
t-shirts, lace, and just about anything to achieve an edgy but elegant ensemble. Leather materials can dry out lose its
suppleness after a while due to weathering. For this reason, Vital Brandz formulated a special leather cleaner
conditioner formula to allow leather clothing to maintain a good feel and look for the paparazzi.

 

With one application of Vital Brandz leather cleaning formula, people can clean and condition their clothing at the same
time. The one-stage process saves leather clothing aficionados on time and money. The leather cleaner and
conditioner is said to remove dirt and stains from leather by penetrate deeply into the fibers of the leather to remove dirt
and stains. According to Vital Brandz, the cleaning formula is potent enough to remove ink stains and to prevent
watermarks from staining leather clothing.

 

Despite the potency of the cleaning agent, Vital Brandz assures that their product is safe for use on virtually all types of
delicate leather and vinyl materials, except nubuck leather and suede. The leather cleaner and conditioner can be used
to clean just about any leather clothing and accessory, including leather boots, pants, purses, handbags, dresses,
jackets, belts, blouses, and wallets.

 

Being the only unique formula of its kind at a reasonable price, Vital Brandz Premium Leather Cleaner and Conditioner
is on the trajectory to become the top-most sought after leather cleaner by people in the fashion industry.

 

Vital Brandz is offering all new customers $3.00 OFF their first order of Leather Conditioner on Amazon.com with
coupon code: RPICT8T4 - visit the link below to redeem.

 

http://www.amazon.com/Conditioner-Vital-Brandz-Furniture-Interiors/dp/B00D010TDY/ref=sr_1_10?
ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=leather+cleaner+conditioner
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About Vital Brandz

Premium Leather Cleaner & Conditioner is committed to three things: great customer service, social responsibility, and
producing a consistent product that works. Our commitment to customer service - every bottle sold comes with a 100%
satisfaction guarantee, if you aren't 100% satisfied, we will refund your money! Thank you for entrusting your leather to
us.

Vital Brandz

Dublin, VA
Dublin, VA United States 24084
866-260-6967
info@premiumleathercleaner.com
http://premiumleathercleaner.com/
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